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Abstract—In cell-free massive MIMO networks, an efficient
distributed detection algorithm is of significant importance. In
this paper, we propose a distributed expectation propagation (EP)
detector for cell-free massive MIMO. The detector is composed
of two modules, a nonlinear module at the central processing
unit (CPU) and a linear module at the access point (AP). The
turbo principle in iterative decoding is utilized to compute and
pass the extrinsic information between modules. An analytical
framework is then provided to characterize the asymptotic
performance of the proposed EP detector with a large number of
antennas. Simulation results will show that the proposed method
outperforms the distributed detectors in terms of bit-error rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems

have been regarded as a key enabling technology for 5G

because of its high spectral efficiency (SE), energy efficien-

cy and link reliability [1]. However, the SE gain becomes

marginal for the cell-edge user equipments (UEs). To address

this problem, a novel network architecture, nameely cell-free

massive MIMO, was proposed [2], [3]. This is a disruptive

emerging technology which has been recognized as a crucial

and core technology for the upcoming beyond 5G and 6G

networks [4]. Such technology is expected to bring important

benefits, including huge data throughput, ultra-low latency,

ultra-high reliability, a huge increase in mobile energy ef-

ficiency, and ubiquitous uniform coverage. The fundamental

idea is to deploy a large number of distributed access points

(APs) connected to a central processing unit (CPU) to serve

all the distributed UEs in a wide area. In particular, each AP

serves all UEs in the same time-frequency resource block via a

time-division duplex (TDD) mode. Compared to conventional

colocated massive MIMO, cell-free networks offer more uni-

form connectivity for all UEs thanks to the macro-diversity

gain obtained from the distributed antennas. However, the

assumption that each AP serves all UEs renders the system

not scalable and incurs huge power and computational resource

consumption for decoding, especially at UEs with low signal-

to-interference-noise-ratios. To tackle the scalability issue, a

user-centric dynamic cooperation clustering (DCC) scheme [5]

was introduced [6], where each user is only served by a subset

of APs.

This work is supported by the Hong Kong Research Grant Council under
Grant No. 16212120.

An efficient data detection algorithm is highly desired in

large-scale and complex networks, such as cell-free massive

MIMO. In this aspect, some early attempts were made on cen-

tralized algorithms where the detection is totally implemented

at the CPU with the received pilots and data signals reported

from all APs [2], [7]. However, the computational overhead of

such a centralized detection scheme is prohibitively high when

the network size becomes large. To address this challenge,

distributed detectors have been recently investigated. In [8],

one centralized and three distributed receivers with different

levels of cooperation among APs were compared in terms of

SE. Unfortunately, the distributed receivers investigated in [8]

are linear receivers and therefore highly suboptimal in terms of

the bit-error rate (BER) performance. Therefore, it is of great

importance to develop a distributed and non-linear receiver to

achieve a better BER performance.

In this paper, we propose a non-linear detector for cell-

free massive MIMO networks, which is derived based upon

the EP principle [9] with a distributed approach [10], [11].

Specifically, by adopting the linear minimum mean-square

error (MMSE) estimator, the APs first detect the symbols

with the local channel state information and transfer the

posterior mean and variance estimates to the CPU. Then, the

extrinsic information for each AP is computed and integrated

at the CPU by utilizing maximum-ratio combining (MRC).

Subsequently, the CPU uses the posterior mean estimator to

refine the detection and the extrinsic information is transferred

to each AP from the CPU via the fronthaul. Compared to

other distributed linear detectors, the proposed distributed EP

detector improves the detection performance by introducing

more computation overhead mainly at the computationally

powerful CPU. Simulation results will demonstrate that the

proposed method outperforms existing distributed detectors

and even the centralized MMSE detector in terms of BER.

Notations—For any matrix A, AH and tr(A) denote the

conjugate transpose and trace of A, respectively. In addition,

I is the identity matrix and 0 is the zero matrix. We use Dz
to denote the real Gaussian integration measure. That is,

Dz = φ(z)dz, where φ(z) ,
1√
2π

e−
z
2

2 .

A complex Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance



Ω can be described by the probability density function,

NC(z;µ,Ω) =
1

det(πΩ)
e−(z−µ)HΩ

−1(z−µ).

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II formulates the cell-free massive MIMO detection

problem. The distributed EP detector is proposed in Section

III and an analytical framework is provided in Section IV.

Numerical results are then presented in Section V and Section

VI concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we first present the system model and

formulate the cell-free massive MIMO detection problem.

Then, four commonly-adopted receivers are briefly introduced.

A. Cell-Free Massive MIMO

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider a cell-free massive

MIMO network with L distributed APs, each equipped with

N antennas to serve K single-antenna UEs. The system can

be AP-centric or user-centric. All APs are connected to a

CPU that has a high computational capability. Denote hkl ∼
NC(0,Rkl) as the channel between the k-th user and the l-
th AP, where Rkl ∈ C

N×N is the spatial correlation matrix

and βk,l = tr(Rkl)/N is the large-scale fading coefficient

involving the geometric path loss and shadowing. In the uplink

data transmission phase, we consider Mk ⊂ {1, . . . , L} as

the subset of APs that serve the k-th UE and define the DCC

matrices Dkl based on Mk as

Dkl =

{

IN if l ∈Mk

0N×N if l /∈Mk,
(1)

which is constructed by the DCC strategy. Furthermore, we

define Dl as the set consisting of the UE indices that are served

by l-th AP :

Dl =

{

k : tr(Dkl) ≥ 1, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
}

, (2)

where the cardinality of Dl is denoted as |Dl|. When each AP

serves all users, Dl = K accordingly. We assume that perfect

channel state information (CSI) is available at the local APs.

Therefore, the received signal at the l-th AP is given by,

yl =

|Dl|
∑

k=1

√
pkhklxk + nl, (3)

where xk ∈ C is the transmitted symbol drawn from the M -

QAM constellation, and pk > 0 is the transmit power at the

k-th UE. The additive noise at the l-th AP is denoted as nl ∼
NC(0N , σ2IN ). Let x = [x1, . . . , xK ] denote the transmitted

vector from all UEs and hl = [h1l, . . . ,hKl]
T ∈ C

N×K as the

channel of the AP l to all UEs. If the k-th UE is not associated

with the l-th AP, the channel vector hkl = 0 accordingly.

Furthermore, we denote H = [hT
k , . . . ,h

T
K ]T ∈ C

LN×K as

the channel matrix between all UEs and APs. The uplink

detection problem for cell-free massive MIMO is to detect

the transmitted data x based on the received signals yl (l =
1, 2, . . . , L), channel matrix H, and noise power σ2.

CPU

APUE

Virtual cluster

Fig. 1. A typical cell-free massive MIMO system.

B. Linear Receivers

For the cell-free massive MIMO receiver design, four re-

ceivers with different levels of cooperation among APs were

introduced and compared in terms of SE [8].

• Level 4 is a fully centralized receiver where the pilot and

data signals received at all APs are sent to the CPU for

channel estimation and data detection.

• Level 3 involves two stages. First, each AP estimates the

channels and uses the linear MMSE detector to detect the

received signals. Then, the detected signals are collected

at the CPU for joint detection for all UEs by utilizing the

large-scale fading decoding (LSFD) method. Compared

to Level 4, only the channel statistics are utilized at the

CPU but the pilot signals are not required to be sent to

the CPU.

• Level 2 is a special case of Level 3. The CPU performs

joint detection for all UEs by simply taking the average

of the local estimates. Thus, no channel statistics are

required to be transmitted to CPU via the fronthaul.

• Level 1 is a fully distributed approach in which the

data detection is performed at the APs based on the

local channel estimates. No information is required to

be transferred to the CPU.

Although the aforementioned four receivers have low com-

plexity, the performance is far from optimal due to the linear

structure. This is because all of the four receivers are linear

receivers. In contrast, non-linear receivers have shown great

advantages in terms of BER while the main limitation is the

high computational complexity [13]. Thanks to the relatively

high computing abilities at the CPU and the large number

of APs in cell-free massive MIMO systems, we can offload

parts of the computational-intensive operations to the CPU and

distribute the partial computation tasks to APs. Next, we will

propose a distributed non-linear detector for cell-free massive

MIMO systems, which takes advantage of this idea.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed distributed EP de-

tector. The “EXT.” blocks represents the extrinsic information

computation.

III. PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED EP DETECTOR

In this section, we apply the EP principle to develop a

powerful distributed MIMO detector for cell-free massive

MIMO systems. After introducing the iterative process of the

algorithm, we will analyze the computational complexity and

fronthaul overhead of the proposed detector.

A. Distributed Bayesian MIMO Detector

We first utilize the Bayesian inference to recover the signals

x from the received signal y in the data detection stage, which

is related to the following linear model y = hx + n. Based

on Bayes’ theorem, the posterior probability is given by

P(x|y,H) =
P(y|x,H)P(x)

P(y|H)
=

P(y|x,H)P(x)
∫

P(y|x,H)P(x)dx
. (4)

Given the posterior probability P(x|y,H), the Bayesian

MMSE estimate is obtained by

x̂ =

∫

xP(x|y,H)dx. (5)

However, the Bayesian MMSE estimator is not computation-

ally tractable because the marginal posterior probability in

(5) involves a high-dimensional integral. The EP algorithm,

proposed in [9], provides an iterative method to recover the

transmitted x from the received signal y. It is derived from the

factor graph with the messages updated and passed between

different pairs of nodes assumed to follow Gaussian distribu-

tions. As the Gaussian distribution can be fully characterized

by its mean and variance, only mean and variance are required

to be calculated and passed. Different from the conventional

EP-based [13], the posterior probability in (4) has to be

rewritten in a distributed way as follows,

P(x|y,H) ∝ P(x)

L
∏

l=1

exp(−‖yl − hlx‖2/σ2). (16)

Leveraging the computational capability in the AP, we can

deploy partial calculation modules of the EP detector at the

Algorithm 1: Distributed EP for cell-free massive MIMO

detection

Input: Received signal yl, channel matrix hl, noise level

σ2.

Output: Recovered signal x
post,T
B .

Initialize: γ
(0)
l ← 0, λ

(0)
l ← 1

Ex

for t = 1, · · · , T do
Module A in APs: (1) Compute the posterior mean

and variance of xA,l:

vpostA,l ← Σt
l = (σ−2hH

l hl + λ
(t−1)
l I) (6)

x
post
A,l ← µ

t
l = Σt

l

(

σ−2hlyl + γ
(t−1)
l

)

(7)

Module B in CPU: (2) Compute the extrinsic mean

and variance of xA,l:

vextA,l ←
(

1

vpostA,l

− λ
(t−1)
l

)−1

(8)

xext
A,l ← vextA,l

(

µ
t
l

vpostA,l

− γ
(t−1)
l

)−1

(9)

(3) MRC combining of xA,l:

1

vextA

=

L
∑

l=1

1

vextA,l

(10)

xext
A = vextA

L
∑

l=1

xext
A,l

vextA,l

(11)

(4) Compute the posterior mean and variance of xB:

x
post
B = E{x|xext

A , vextA } (12)

v
post
B = var{x|xext

A , vextA } (13)

(5) Compute the extrinsic mean and variance xB,l:

1

vextB,l

← λ
(t)
l =

1

mean(vpost
B )

− 1

vextA,l

(14)

xext
B,l

vextB,l

← γ
(t)
l =

x
post
B

mean(vpost
B )

−
x
post
A,l

vextA,l

(15)

AP based on the local information and then send the posterior

mean and variance estimates to the CPU for combining. The

distributed EP-based detector is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

The input of the algorithm is the received signal yl, channel

matrix hl, and noise level σ2 while the output is the recovered

signal x
post,T
B in the T -th iteration. The initial parameters are

γ
(0)
l = 0, λ

(0)
l = 1

Ex

, where

Ex = E{‖x‖2}/K. (17)

γ
(0)
l and λ

(0)
l are the initialized extrinsic information and Ex

is the power of the transmitted symbol xk. Furthermore, the



block diagram of the proposed distributed detector is illustrat-

ed in Fig. 2, which is composed of module A and module B.

Each module uses the turbo principle in iterative decoding.

That is, each module passes the extrinsic messages to its next

module and this process is executed until convergence.

To better understand the distributed EP detection algorithm,

we elaborate the details for each iteration in Algorithm

1. Specifically, module A is the linear MMSE (LMMSE)

estimator performed at the APs according to the following

linear model

yl = hlx+ nl. (18)

In the t-iteration of the algorithm, the explicit expression for

the posterior covariance matrix Σt
l and mean vector µ

t
l are

given by (6) and (7), respectively. Note that each AP only uses

the local channel hl to detect the transmitted signal x. For ease

of notation, we omit the iteration index t for all mean and

variance estimates. Then, the variance vpostA,l = tr(Σt
l)/|Dl|

and mean estimate x
post
A,l = µ

t
l are transferred to the CPU

to compute the extrinsic information vextA,l (8) and xext
A,l (9),

respectively. The extrinsic information xext
A,l can be regarded

as the AWGN observation given by

xext
A,l = x+ n

eq
l , (19)

where n
eq
l ∼ NC(0, v

ext
A,lI) [11]. Therefore, the linear model

in (3) is decoupled into K parallel and independent AWGN

channels with equivalent noise vextA,l . Subsequently, the CPU

collects all extrinsic means {xext
A,l}Ll=1 and variances {vextA,l}Ll=1

and performs MRC. The MRC expressions (10) and (11) are

obtained by maximizing the post-combination signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) of the final AWGN observation xext
A at the CPU,

given by

xext
A = x+ neq, (20)

where next
A ∼ NC(0, v

ext
A I). The CPU uses the posterior

mean estimator to detect the signal x from the equivalent

AWGN model (20). Then, the posterior mean and variance are

computed by the posterior MMSE estimator for the equivalent

AWGN model in (12) and (13). As the transmitted symbol is

assumed drawn from the M -QAM set S = {s1, s2, . . . , sM},
the corresponding expressions for each element in (12) and

(13) are given by

[xpost
B ]k =

∑

si∈S siNC(si; [x
ext
A ]k, v

ext
A )p(si)

∑

si∈S NC(si; [xext
A ]k, vextA )p(si)

(21)

[vpostB ]k =

∑

si∈S |si|2NC(si; [x
ext
A ]k, v

ext
A )p(si)

∑

si∈S NC(si; [xext
A ]k, vextA )p(si)

−|[xpost
B ]k|2.

(22)

where [xpost
B ]k, [vpostB ]k, and [xext

A ]k are the k-th element in

x
post
B , v

post
B , and [xext

A ]k, respectively. The posterior mean

and variance x
post
B and v

post
B are then utilized to compute

the extrinsic information λ
(t)
l and γ

(t)
l for each AP in (14)

and (15), where the function mean(·) is used to compute

the mean. Finally, the extrinsic information λ
(t)
l and γ

(t)
l

are transferred to each AP in the next iteration. The whole

procedure is executed iteratively until terminated by a certain

stopping criterion or a maximum number of iterations.

TABLE I. Complexity of different detectors

Detectors Distributed EP Level 4 Level 3&2 Level 1

AP O(T |Dl|N
2) 0 O(|Dl|N

2) O(|Dl|N
2)

CPU O(T |Dl|
2) O(LN)3 O(|Dl|) 0

B. Computational Complexity and Fronthaul Overhead

In the following, we provide the complexity analysis for

different detectors in Tables I and II. For the proposed dis-

tributed EP detector, the computational complexity at each

AP is dominated by the LMMSE estimator for estimating the

signal x
post
A,l , which is O(|Dl|3) because of the matrix inversion

is required in (6) while the computational complexity at the

CPU is O(|Dl|2) in each iteration. Furthermore, if the number

of antennas N is less than |Dl|, we can use the matrix inversion

lemma to carry out the matrix inversion in (6) as follows

(σ−2hH
l hl +D)−1 = D−1 (23)

− σ−2D−1hH
l (I+ σ−2hlD

−1hH
l )−1hlD

−1,

where D = λ
(t−1)
l I and the computational complexity is

reduced to O(|Dl|N2). Therefore, the overall computational

complexity at each AP is O(T |Dl|N2) while the overall

computational complexity at the CPU is O(T |Dl|2) for T
iterations. As can be observed in Table I, the distritbuted EP

detector mainly increases the computational complexity at the

CPU when compared with other distributed linear receivers

(Levels 1-3).

TABLE II. Fronthaul overhead

Detectors Coherence block Statistical parameters

Distributed EP
L∑

l=1

(τc − τp)2T (|Dl|+ 1) 0

Level 4 τcNL KLN2/2

Level 3 (τc − τp)KL KL+ (L2K2 +KL)/2

Level 2 (τc − τp)KL 0

Level 1 0 0

We compare the number of complex scalars that need to

be transmitted from the APs to the CPU via the fronthauls

in Table II. We assume that τc and τp are the coherence

time and pilot length, respectively. The results for the 4

level detectors are from [8]. With the proposed detector,
L
∑

l=1

(τc − τp)2T (|Dl| + 1) scalars need to be passed from the

APs to the CPU and no statistical parameters are required to

be passed, where T denotes the total iterations. The fronthaul

overhead of the proposed distributed EP detector is similar

to Level 4 and the detailed comparison is determined by the

value of the system parameters.



IV. STATE EVOLUTION ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide an analytical framework to

predict the asymptotic performance of the distributed EP in

the large system limit. We consider L,K,N →∞ and fix

αl =
K

N
,α =

K

LN
. (24)

Then, we have following proposition.

Proposition 1. In the large-system limit, the asymptotic behav-

ior (such as MSE and BER) of Algorithm 1 can be described

by the following equations:

vext,tA,l =
αlσ

2 + (αl − 1)λ
(t−1)
l

2
(25a)

+

√

(

αlσ2 + (αl − 1)λ
(t−1)
l

)2

+ 4αlσ2λ
(t−1)
l

2

vext,tA =

( L
∑

l=1

1

vext,tA,l

)−1

(25b)

λ
(t)
l =

1

MSE(vext,tA )
− 1

vext,tA,l

. (25c)

�

The function MSE(·) is given by

MSE(vext,tA,l ) , E

{

|x− E{x|xext,t
A,l , vext,tA,l |2

}

(26)

and the expectation is with respect to x. The state equations

can be proved using the method in [12], and we give an

intuitive explanation here, which is linked to Algorithm 1.

By substituting (6) into (8), we have following expression as

vext,tA,l =
1

1
K
tr(σ−2hH

l hl + λ
(t−1)
l I)

− λ
(t−1)
l . (27)

Notably, vextA,l can be characterized by the eigenvalues of

hH
l hl, which converge to a deterministic distribution in the

large system limit. Because of the limited space, we only

show the final result of the Proposition 1 and omit the

derived process. By adopting the result of the R-transform

of the average empirical eigenvalue distribution, we have an

asymptotic expression for vext,tA,l in (25). Then, the asymptotic

expressions for vext,tA and λ
(t)
l can be derived from (10) and

(14). Finally, the asymptotic MSE can be interpreted as the

MSE of the decoupled scalar AWGN channels (20) and is

related to distribution of transmitted signal x. Next, we will

give a specific example for Proposition 1.

Example 1: If the data symbol is drawn from a quadra-

ture phase-shift keying (QPSK) constellation, the MSE is

expressed by

MSE = 1−
∫

Dz tanh(
1

vext,tA,l

+

√

1

vext,tA,l

z). (28)

Furthermore, the final BER w.r.t. x can also be evaluated

through the equivalent AWGN channel (20) with an equivalent

SNR = 1/vext,TA,l and is given by [14]

BER = 2Q(

√

1

vext,TA,l

)− [Q(

√

1

vext,TA,l

)]2, (29)

where Q(x) =
∫∞

x
Dz is the Q-function. In fact, the MSE

and BER are determined on the basis of the knowledge of the

AWGN channel (20) with SNR = 1/vext,TA,l , which is known

as the decoupling principle. Thus, if the data symbol is drawn

from other M -QAM constellations, then the corresponding

BER can be easily obtained using the closed-form BER

expression in [15]. Note that the state evolution equations

are accurate when each AP serves all UEs in the network

and the channel matrix H is a Rayleigh fading channel.

This assumption can be achieved by perfect power control

to compensate the large-scaled fading effect.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide sample simulation results to

demonstrate the performance of the proposed distributed EP

detector for cell-free massive MIMO. Consider L = 16,

N = 8, K = 16, and the other simulation parameters are the

same as those in [8]. The SNR is defined as SNR = 1/σ2.

-5 0 5 10 15 20
SNR (dB)

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

B
E

R

Fig. 3. BER performance comparisons of different detectors

in the original cell-free massive MIMO system.

A. Original Cell-Free Massive MIMO

In this subsection, we consider the BER of the proposed de-

tector in the original cell-free massive MIMO where each AP

serves all UEs. We assume that perfect CSI can be obtained at

each AP. Fig. 3 compares the achievable BER of the proposed

distributed EP detector with other detectors investigated in [8].

The results are obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation with

10, 000 independent channel realizations. We denote “deEP”

as the distributed EP detector. It can be observed that the

proposed distributed EP detector is comparable with the Level

1 detector with only one EP iteration and outperforms the

centralized Level 4 detector with T = 5 iterations.

We next the accuracy of the analytical framework in Fig. 4

with different modulation schemes. As shown in the figure, the
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Fig. 4. BER performance comparisons of the analytical and

simulation results of the distributed EP detector with different

modulation schemes.

BERs of the proposed detector match well with the derived

analytical results, which demonstrate the accuracy of the

analytical framework. Therefore, instead of performing time-

consuming Monte Carlo simulations to obtain the correspond-

ing performance metrics, we can predict the theoretical behav-

ior by state equations. Furthermore, the analytical framework

can be further utilized to optimize the system design.

B. Scalable Cell-Free Massive MIMO

As the user-centric approach is more attractive for cell-free

massive MIMO, we then investigate the distributed EP detector

with DCC. The accessing UE first appoints a master AP

according to the large-scale fading factor and assigns a pilot

to the appointed AP. Then, other neighboring APs determine

whether they serve the accessing UE according to the assigned

pilot. Finally, the cluster for the k-th UE is constructed. Fig. 5

shows that the distributed EP detector outperforms both the

centralized and distributed MMSE detectors. Furthermore, the

performance loss is acceptable when compared to original

cell-free massive MIMO and the computational complexity is

significantly decreased from O(KN2) to O(|Dl|N2).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a distributed EP detector for cell-

free massive MIMO. It is shown that such detector can achieve

better performance than other linear receivers for both original

and scalable cell-free massive MIMO networks. Compared to

other distributed detectors, it can achieve a better BER perfor-

mance and mainly increase the computational overhead at the

CPU. An analytical framework was also provided to describe

the asymptotic performance of the proposed detector in a large

system setting. Simulation results have also been provided

and demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms the

existing distributed detectors for cell-free massive MIMO in

terms of BER performance.
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Fig. 5. BER performance comparisons of different detectors

in cell-free massive MIMO with dynamic cluster cooperation.
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